
Paul LeNat 
	

6/ 21 /91 
1100 Alta "ono Rd. 
Los Anrelos, CA 90069 
Dear Paul, 

I'm a bit tired, as I always an after being driven to John lio)kins Hospital in 
Baltimore for checkups yesterday, and if I pror>ised ou anything other than the enclosed 
articles by Stone and Lardnor please remind 

For your understanding an explanation I ask you to keep confidential. I wasn't asked 
to but think I should. 

after Lardner's story ap:oars 5/19 Stone phoned the executive editor, Ben Bradlee, to 
complain. Bradlee told him to write a letter. It was full of the grossest errors some 
leaving it without question that he was using what he'd just gotten from Garrison, those 
were so unique I could spot them. I worked with iardner on his memo he'd. been asked to 
write about Stone's letter. 

Then suddenly all the signals switched. Lordlier had no e:cplanation and I believe him. 
I know thist Stone's lawyers had threatened the Post, a; they had threatened me. But what 
I believe happened is not indicated in that lawyers' letter. think that whatever was the 
reminder, the Post ►mss concerned about the af:irmed decision against The Nation magazine 
for using about 250 words of a Gerald Ford book before it was published. With Warners put-
ting 440 million into Stone's atrocity, it could be a very big and costly suit. So they 
let &tone correct his letter and expand it into this article. They they cut the hell out 

of what ,Jardner had written. Then they used some cra')py letters all for 6tono. The end. 
I've ignored and will continue to ignore his lawyers' demand for the return of the 

copy of the script they have. irtith X34 partners listed on the letterhead they 	no 
Shyster, Shyster, SXester and 	but in their throat to ue they are. I'm not a lawyer 
but I do }mow a copyright precedent I personally sot and oddly with Tine/Life involved. 
The thrust of that decedent is that copyright cannot be used to suppress scholarly research. 
Pot only that, by the FBI waft comepplled to give me prints of the pictures to withhold which 
they had asserted the Time/Life copyright. 

I'm not up to it but if t .ere were smeone who wanted tr.,  do a book and coauthor it 
ar, loaded, enough thn Stone and more than enough on Garrison. You are no old enough to 
remember the old radio show that had the repeated line, "Vas you ;lore, narlie?" I was 
there, most of my time wan spent on damage control saving Garrison 	the rest of us) 
from Garrison, I have records, and Stone and Garrison both knee it. You can't begin to 
imagine how completely insane some of ...hat he was up to really was. And Stone is, despite 
his pretended denials, basing a movie on hi;: and what he did anti wrote, the la-:ter un-
conscionable lies. a., I also wrote Stone, without res,Jonse. 

Best, 


